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Business energy  
information pack
Working with industry and business
generate + manage + store + share



Ubi™ is the command centre 
for your business energy



Energy 
solutions 
tailored 
to your  
needs.

Working together for a bright future.

Solar and batteries for business 

Solar may help reduce your energy bills 
by reducing the amount of electricity you 
need to purchase.

Beyond simply reducing your energy 
bills there is also the potential to create 
an additional revenue stream through 
exporting excess solar energy to the grid.

A battery can be charged using free solar 
energy or when electricity is cheaper and 
can even provide energy security during 
peak periods.

Solar also reduces your emissions and 
carbon footprint and soon you will be 
able to share excess energy with the local 
community group, or sports club. 

Mondo Power Pty Ltd is an independent subsidiary of AusNet Services Ltd
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Being more aware of your energy 
consumption gives you the power to 
optimise your energy usage, operate 
more efficiently and save money.

Whether you are monitoring a single building or 
multiple locations, Mondo® Ubi™ is the smart energy 
monitoring and management system that delivers 
timely, accurate information about your energy 
consumption, accessible online from anywhere.

Mondo® Ubi™ provides you with helpful notifications, 
including high energy usage alerts and when it 
might be time to think about adding a battery to 
your system.

Mondo® Ubi™ also helps you get the most out of 
your on-site energy systems including solar and 
battery storage.

By cooperating with an energy retailer Mondo® 
Ubi™even makes it possible to intelligently share 
energy across your organisation or even with other 
users of Mondo® Ubi™— forming an energy sharing 
network.

Mondo® Ubi™ The smart energy management system 

Energy usage 
data 

Solar 
monitoring

Energy  
dashboards

Notifications 
and alerts 



Together with energy generation and storage assets, Mondo® developed Ubi™ 
as an advanced energy monitoring and management system that delivers 
accurate and timely consumption information offering the following features: 

Demand response

The provision of multi-level, multi-circuit, 
real-time energy data and remote access 
via any web connected device provides the 
opportunity to respond to market forces or 
localised demand as soon as the need arises. 

Multi-site management

Customise and switch between individual sites 
or aggregated groups at the click of a button 
or the swipe of finger, giving you the level of 
information you need whenever and wherever 
you need it.

Remote access and control

Direct access to control circuits and energy 
devices at remote premises via the micro-grid 
layer or at device level, via the nano-grid layer.

Hints and alerts

Receive helpful hints and alerts via SMS or 
email to notify you of energy consumption, 
maintenance requirements or market events. 

Multi-tier energy management
Mondo® Ubi™ provides tiered energy 
management incorporating integrated energy 
data and control mechanisms to measure 
process and manage energy at 3 levels.

1. Premise level (nano-grid)

2. Unified energy system level (micro-grid)

3. Network operator level

Detailed energy data visibility
The Mondo® Portal provides access to summary 
and detailed energy data and trends.

Near-Real Time Data
At the core, Ubi is a smart meter with the ability 
to transmit near-real time data to the Mondo® 
Platform which is cloud based software.  This 
allows users to read, collate, visualise and 
analyse energy across sites and assets where 
an Ubi device is installed.

API ready
Direct access to all data via the API interface for 
integration with BMS and Demand Response.

The highest level of 
monitoring and control of 
your energy use, generation 
and storage.



Purchase upfront
 
Get a quality solar 
system installed by a 
trusted partner.
Our team of industry 
leading experts will help you 
through the whole process 
of designing and installing a 
solar system which is right for 
your business.

We handle all the tricky bits 
like connecting you up to the 
grid, metering issues and can 
help you with any rebates 
you may be eligible for – you 
just get on with running your 
business.

We’ll be available whenever 
you need us for maintenance 
or other questions.

Choose a purchase 
option that’s right 
for your business. 

Power Purchase 
Agreement
Lock in a guaranteed 
price on your power 
regardless of energy 
prices.
A Solar Power Purchase 
Agreement, or PPA, is an 
agreement to purchase 
electricity generated by a solar 
system installed at your premises 
or even somewhere else for 
an agreed price over a pre-
determined period.

In simple terms, a PPA can give 
you all of the benefits of owning 
your own solar system without 
the burden of purchasing upfront.

Mondo will maintain and manage 
the system throughout the term.

Solar Lease
 
Pay a fixed monthly 
fee for a commercial 
solar system.
By leasing from us you 
will benefit from all the 
advantages of having a 
solar system installed at your 
business without having to 
pay large upfront capital 
costs.

You pay a fixed monthly 
amount for your solar system 
and Mondo will maintain and 
manage the solar system for 
the life of the agreement.



1. The strongest financial backing and 
supports means we’re here for the 
long haul.

2. Ubi and Mondo Portal enables energy 
control and usage optimisation.

3. Engineers will design an optimum 
solution for you.

4. Experts who understand your business.

5. Strong understanding of electricity 
connection, network and costs.

6. Experience collaborating with small, 
medium and large businesses.

7. Flexible ways to pay, from an upfront 
purchase, to a Solar PPA or Solar Lease.

Why Mondo is the choice for your business.

Empowering a bright future.

Want to learn more?

Call: 1300 735 328

Email: business@mondo.com.au



Empowering a bright future.
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